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1. Read the text. Are the sentences true (T) or false (F)? 
 
My best friend 
My name’s Nina. My best friend is Sophia. Sophia is quite tall and she’s very slim. 

She sits behind me in class. We have lunch together every day – we take a packed 

lunch and when the weather’s good we eat outside. I don’t like sport but Sophia does 

– she’s in all the school teams. She also has dance lessons – she goes to them on 

Mondays and Fridays. I’m not interested in dancing, but I’m learning how to sing – I 

have singing lessons every Wednesday. I’m not very good at it, but I’m getting better! 

Sophia’s parents are Spanish, but she doesn’t speak Spanish at home with them. 

She’s learning Spanish at school with me. They go to Spain every year and Sophia 

likes the country very much. I’ve got lots of friends, but Sophia is my favourite person 

and I spend a lot of time with her.  

 
26 Sophia is very short. ..... 

27 Sophia and Nina take food to school every day ...... 

28 Nina can sing well. ..... 

29 Sophia speaks Spanish at home. ..... 

30 Sophia goes to Spain with her parents every year. ..... 

5   

 
2. Choose the correct answer, A, B, C or D.  

 
1 …....... you spell your name?  
 A What do  B How C What  D How do 
 
2 There are four …....... in my family.  
 A childs  B childrens  C child  D children 
 
3 ‘Is Jack in your class?’ ‘No, …....... .’  
 A he isn’t  B he not  C it isn’t  D he not is 
 
4 Who is your …....... ?  

A sister’s friend B sister friend C sister her friend D sisters friend  
 
5 Olivia …....... a mobile phone.  
 A doesn’t got  B hasn’t  C isn’t have  D hasn’t got 
 
6 There are …....... in my class this year.  
 A five new people B five new peoples C five people new D new five people 
 
7 Helen likes tennis but she …....... football.  

 A isn’t like  B doesn’t like C likes not  D doesn’t likes 



8 When …....... school every day?  
 A you finish  B are you finish C do you finish D do you finishes 
 
9 My guitar lesson is …....... quarter past four.  

A at   B on   C to   D in 
 
10 ‘Are there 30 people in your class?’ ‘No, …....... . There are 25.’  
 A There not  B There aren’t  C There not are D aren’t 
 

10   

 
 

3. Find words in the snake and complete the sentences.  

 

 

Example 

Last year we went on holiday in July. 

1  There’s a long ________ under the mountains between France and Italy. 

2 How much ________ do you eat every day? 

3 We saw a great _________ on TV last night. 

4 I’m going to __________ my room tomorrow. 

5 Is your _________ very heavy? 
 

5   

 
 

4. Match the words to their clues.  

Breakfast  meat  forest  documentary  south  summer 
Example 

the opposite of north  south 

1  after spring and before autumn ____________ 

2 a lot of trees together ____________ 

3 the first meal of the day ____________ 

4 a film that is true ____________ 

5 vegetarians don’t eat it ____________ 
 
 
 TOTAL: 

5   

25   


